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Network Cables Manufacturer
Fahad Cables Industry fze

Fahad Cables Industries FZE is one of the most reputable manufacturers of network cables in the Middle East. Providing a happier, richer future through providing solutions for copper and optical communication for the past 20 Years.  Founded an ultra-high-speed, multimedia world with  full flash production facility in Sharjah Hamriya Free Zone (United Arab Emirates) to facilitate you throughout the telecommunication world
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Fahad Cables Industry FZE







Fahad Cables Industries FZE is one of the most Reputable Manufacturers of Network Cables in the Middle East. Providing a Happier, Richer Future Through Providing Solutions for Copper Range cat3,cat5e,cat6,cat6a,cat7 and cat8 Networking Cables Data Patch Cords fiber patch Cord Pigtails and optical Communication for the past 20 Years.  Founded an ultra-high-Speed, Multimedia world with  full Flash Production facility in Sharjah Hamriya Free Zone (United Arab Emirates) to Facilitate you Throughout the Telecommunication world.
Providing OEM Services to well-known Brands in the Telecommunications sector. a Leading to the Network Cable industry in the middle east Region with a Responsibility to Make your life, Easier, Better and Smart with Our top Notch Quality Products.
The Products are Produced Based upon the international standards followed by UL, IEC, Intertek, CE, ISO 9001:2015, RoHS which gives endless confidence to our clients so they can use our product without any doubt and hesitation.
By innovating our Business Models and Developing Environment-Friendly high-quality Products, Fahad Cables Industries FZE will go beyond Generating Customer value and Establishing Forward-Thinking Competencies as a team of skilled engineers and our regional partners.
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Home Automations 4core Shielded Outdoor 1.5mm 305m


SKU:			

FCI-0416CKSRK-HAN			

AED 500.00
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cat6 data patch cord u-utp 5meter 6x3pmb05
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6X3PMB05			

AED 5.80
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cat6a data cord utp transparent 20meter
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6A3RBB20			

AED 29.00
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Power Cable 3core Outdoor 305m


SKU:			

FCI-0316CKURK-PR			

AED 500.00
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cat6a 23awg data patch cord stp 50meter
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6A3SMB50			

AED 47.40
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cat6a data patch cord stp 0.15meter
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6A3SMB00			

AED 1.30
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cat6a 23awg data patch cord utp 25meter
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6A3PMB25			

AED 22.00
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cat6a 24awg data patch cord utp 3meter
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6A4PBB03			

AED 5.50
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Alarm Cable Shielded 4core 1.5mm 305m


SKU:			

FCI-0416CPSRG-AR			

AED 500.00
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cat6a 23awg data patch cord stp 3meter
Fahad Cables


SKU:			

6A3SMB03			

AED 4.40
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